Run Number 69 23rd August 2007
The Toby Carvery, Aigburth Road, Liverpool
The Pack: Austin Powers (Hare), RTFuct, Carthief, Snoozanne, Penny Lame, Leakey Tool, Long
Paws, Lilo Lil, Carless Whisper.

The pack assembled at the watering hole, although the Hare remarked that he should have
mentioned the bus instead of the € mile walk from the station. Lilo Lil demonstrated that she was
fully conversant with driving on the continent by entering the carpark against the arrows.

The Hare gave his usual
polished performance
of Hash markings and said
that there would be some
additional instructions later
as we would have forgotten
by then what he had said.

The GM gave her first speech as GM by asking the question. What does one wear when one is
going to San Francisco?
The answer.

This embellishment was further enhanced during the run as various gardens were raided, the end
result looking a bit like this. The additional answer of “flour” only added to the effect.

The trail led down Aigburth Road and a small loop followed by a wall.
Various techniques were used including bypassing the wall altogether (after one has tried twice)

Although
Penny Lame
looks as if she
is getting over,
this is as far as
she got.

On to a Check Back and then down through Grassendale Park towards the sea and a photoshoot
on the promenade.

At this point it became clear to Penny Lame why everyone looked so bulky and carried spare
shirts, as the pack transformed into a pink mass, with some of us even getting the T shirts on the
correct way round.

On we went up to the building site where the Hare had been warned. This led to a complicated set
of instructions and a loop back to where the start of the building site.
Demonstrating our fence crossing (and sitting) techniques

It was at about this point that RTFuct’s friend Mary turned up, although I never saw her and she
may have been a figleaf (sorry figment) of her imagination. Anyway it sounded a hairbrained story
to me.
Across Garston way and into Long Lane Recreation Ground and the amazing scenes of hashers
running past play areas without stopping.

A couple of streets later and we hit the

Back at the cars, RTFuct had produced song sheets and with the CD playing San Francisco and
Penny Lane Penny Lame was wished well to the (slightly modified) words.

The serious business of the evening got underway then with Austin Powers being rewarded for
his Penny Lame last run T shirts being of a better quality than RTFuct’s T shirts for his runs the
previous weekend.
Carthief for arranging the flowers so nicely in Penny Lame’s hair.
Long Paws for his competitive running.
Penny Lame for admitting to getting engaged in a carpark. The RA then announced a new rule
that any leaving hasher had to be in at every Down-Down. RTFuct had to join in as she failed yet
again to grasp the words of Do Ray Me.
Returnees Austin Powers (USA); Carless Whisper (at a dinner); Penny Lame (Ormskirk); and
Lilo lil (Baltics).
Austin Powers For his “Don’t go down there” instruction during run.
Penny Lame A last goodbye.
The Shitshirt was awarded to RTFuct to hide Mary.
We retired to the Gulshan, where Penny Lame flashed her Union Jack credit card, and a meal was
had that was worth every penny.

